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Abstract

In vivo biomarker abnormalities provide measures to monitor therapeutic interventions targeting amyloid-b pathology as

well as its effects on downstream processes associated with Alzheimer’s disease pathophysiology. Here, we applied an in vivo

longitudinal study design combined with imaging and cerebrospinal fluid biomarkers, mirroring those used in human clinical

trials to assess the efficacy of a novel brain-penetrating anti-amyloid fusion protein treatment in the McGill-R-Thy1-APP

transgenic rat model. The bi-functional fusion protein consisted of a blood-brain barrier crossing single domain antibody

(FC5) fused to an amyloid-b oligomer-binding peptide (ABP) via Fc fragment of mouse IgG (FC5-mFc2a-ABP). A five-week

treatment with FC5-mFc2a-ABP (loading dose of 30mg/Kg/iv followed by 15mg/Kg/week/iv for four weeks) substantially

reduced brain amyloid-b levels as measured by positron emission tomography and increased the cerebrospinal fluid amyloid-

b42/40 ratio. In addition, the 5-week treatment rectified the cerebrospinal fluid neurofilament light chain concentrations,

resting-state functional connectivity, and hippocampal atrophy measured using magnetic resonance imaging. Finally, FC5-

mFc2a-ABP (referred to as KG207-M) treatment did not induce amyloid-related imaging abnormalities such as micro-

hemorrhage. Together, this study demonstrates the translational values of the designed preclinical studies for the assessment

of novel therapies based on the clinical biomarkers providing tangible metrics for designing early-stage clinical trials.
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Introduction

Amyloid-b (Ab) aggregates remain an attractive thera-
peutic target for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) based on a
multitude of genetic and cellular evidence supporting
the central role of Ab in AD pathophysiology.1–5

Consequently, there have been great efforts to develop
therapeutics that target Ab and its clearance. One
approach has been immunotherapy with anti-amyloid
antibodies.6–8 Despite promising preclinical studies
demonstrating Central Nervous System (CNS) Ab
clearance and improvement in cognitive deficits in
transgenic mice, several anti-amyloid immunotherapies
have failed in clinical trials.6,7 Possible reasons for this
lack of clinical translation include their low blood-
brain barrier (BBB) penetrance, failure to target the
appropriate Ab species, or safety concerns, such as
amyloid-related imaging abnormalities (ARIA).9–11

To address these concerns at the preclinical level, we
have recently developed a biomarker platform that
allows longitudinal assessments of the effects of an
anti-amyloid therapy on imaging and cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) biomarkers using the APP transgenic rat
model. The platform provides measures of Ab load
obtained with [18F]AZD4694 positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET) and CSF Ab42/40 ratio.12,13 In addition,
this platform provides measures of neuronal injury via
CSF neurofilament light chain (NFL), structural
changes using T1 weighted MRI (sMRI), and brain
connectivity estimated by resting-state functional
MRI (rs-fMRI). Also, potential brain microhemor-
rhages (ARIA-H) are detected using susceptibility
MRI. By providing the same metrics utilized in
human clinical trials, this platform increases the likeli-
hood of translation of assessed target engagement and
therapeutic efficacy from preclinical studies to early-
stage clinical trials in humans.

This in vivo longitudinal imaging and CSF biomark-
er platform allowed us to evaluate the effects of a novel
biopharmaceutical construct, FC5-mFc-ABP (amyloid
binding protein), on Ab clearance, downstream effects
on the neuronal injury, and disease-modifying response
using a repeated dosing prospective strategy. FC5-
mFc2a-ABP is a bi-functional fusion protein consisting
of the BBB-crossing camelid single-domain antibody
FC514 fused to the N-terminus of Fc fragment of
mouse IgG2a, and amyloid binding peptide (ABP)
fused to the C-terminus of Fc. Previous in vitro and
ex vivo studies have shown that ABP selectively binds
to Ab42 oligomers and Ab deposits in the brains of AD
transgenic mice and post-mortem human brains from
AD patients, respectively.15,16 We have successfully
fused ABP with FC5 via mFc and expressed the
fusion protein in CHO cells. In this study, we have
evaluated the in vivo target engagement and efficacy

of FC5-mFc2a-ABP (referred to as KG207-M hence-
forth) using a rat model of AD-like Ab pathology car-
rying hAPP with Swedish and Indiana mutations called
McGill-R-Thy1-APP (Tg).2 This model allows longitu-
dinal biomarker assessments based on imaging and
biochemical methods that are translational in nature.
Here, we hypothesized that KG207-M would be trans-
ported across the BBB and show target engagement by
Ab clearance, achieving therapeutic benefit. We report
successful target engagement by demonstrating reduced
Ab load, rectifying Ab-induced neuronal injury, func-
tional improvements, and safety (no evidence of ARIA-
H) after a 5-week treatment.

Materials and methods

Study design

This study was designed to characterize BBB pene-
trance, target engagement, and safety related to
ARIA-H following five weeks of anti-amyloid treat-
ment in the Ab Tg rat model (Figure 1). This is the
first in vivo study to investigate the direct effect size
and power of the KG207-M treatment in the BBB pen-
etrance, target engagement, and ARIA-H in rats.
Therefore, we calculated our power analysis based on
the effect size (dz¼ 3.21) of Ab pathology progression
in the McGill-R-Thy1-APP rat model from our previ-
ous cohort data. To be able to observe the Ab pathol-
ogy progression at a error¼ 0.05 and power (1�b)¼
0.95 given the effect size of normal progression, we
would need four animals. This led to including four
animals in the control to reflect the natural progres-
sion, while the remaining animals were included to
increase the power to capture the effects of the BBB
penetrance, target engagement, and safety profile.
Here, our Tg cohort started with a total of 17 animals
where they underwent CSF collection from 10–19
months. However, four animals were sacrificed at
13.7, 17.4, and 18 months of age due to testicular
tumours before the therapeutic intervention began.
Consequently, the control group (Tg-SAL) included
four (two males and two females) and the treatment
group (Tg-ABP) included the remaining nine animals
(six males and three females) randomly selected while
matching for the sex and body weight. To note, we
have matched the sex rather than stratifying as a
group as the effect of sex/gender will be investigated in
subsequent studies. However, one Tg-SAL animal died
at 23 months of age. Tg-SAL and Tg-ABP groups
underwent baseline procedures including PET [18F]
AZD4694, sMRI, and rs-fMRI at 21 months and
follow-up at 24 months of age. We added susceptibility
MRI to assess ARIA-H following the treatment in the
follow-up time point. To be able to characterize the
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natural progression of the Ab pathology via PET from

the pre-plaque stage, we included additional eight Tg

animals from our previous cohort study that underwent

the same PET [18F]AZD4694 procedure at 10 and 17

months, effectively increasing the power of the data.17

Therefore, we characterized the population-based Ab
pathology progression ([18F]AZD4694 PET BPND)

from 10, 17, 21, and 24 months in the McGill-R-Thy1-

APP rat model. All [18F]AZD4694 images were proc-

essed and analyzed in the same methods described

below. During the treatment, all animals were subjected

to a serial collection of CSF and plasma to characterize

the pharmacokinetics. Two months following the study

completion, extra CSF samples were collected (at 25 and

26 months) to assess the post-treatment effect. From 744

CSF samples, 139 (18.7%) samples were excluded due to

blood contamination. Moreover, two animals (one from

Tg-SAL and Tg-ABP) were excluded from the analyses

as they had a relatively lower level of Ab expression with

only intraneuronal Ab hinting as a hemizygous animal.2

For CSF NFL analysis, only the animals who had

undergone the entire experimental protocol without

any type of tissue abnormality (abscess or tumour)

were included. However, all animals were included in

the ARIA-H analysis, including the hemizygous ani-

mals. All the animal handling and procedures were

blinded to the group identification.

Animals

All procedures described here were performed in com-

pliance with ethics protocols approved by McGill

Animal Care Ethics Committee and following the

Canadian Council on Animal Care guidelines. All

rats were housed at the Douglas Mental Health
University Institute animal facility on a 12/12 hr
light/darkness cycle with ad libidum access to food
and water. A starting sample of 17 homozygous
McGill-R-Thy1-APP rats on Wistar background was
used for the study.

KG207-M and Abtotal quantification using selected
reaction monitoring (SRM) in CSF and plasma

FC5-mFc-ABP (KG207-M) fusion protein and Ab
levels in the plasma and CSF were quantified using tar-
geted multiplexed mass spectrometry in selected reaction
monitoring mode (SRM) on nanoAcquity UPLC
(Waters, Milford, MA) coupled to ESI LTQ XL ETD
mass spectrometer (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA) as
previously described.18 A detailed description can be
found in Supplemental Materials.

PET imaging acquisition

All PET images were acquired at 10, 17, 21, and 24
months using CTI Concorde R4 microPET for small
animals with [18F]AZD4694 for Ab load. All rats were
under 1.5% isoflurane anesthesia during the scan after
the 5% anesthesia induction. The [57Co] rotating point
source was used for a 9-minute transmission scan,
which was followed by a simultaneous bolus tail vein
injection of the radiotracer (Mean injected dose� stan-
dard deviation at 10 and 17 months in Tg¼ 13.3 21�
0.9 MBq; at 21 and 24 months in Tg-SAL¼ 10.75�
3.74 MBq and Tg-ABP¼ 10.72� 4.75 MBq) with a 60-
minute emission scan. The image was reconstructed
using Maximum A Prior (MAP) algorithm with 27
sequential frames (8� 30 s, 6� 1min, 5� 2min,

Figure 1. Baseline measurements including PET [18F]AZD4694, sMRI, and rs-fMRI were acquired at 21 months of age. Then, weekly
KG207-M injection via tail vein from 22.5-23.5 months (30 mg/Kg/iv initial dose following 15 mg/Kg/iv dose) was followed by a serial CSF
collection at the indicated times via cisterna magna after fixing the animals in a stereotaxic apparatus with isoflurane anesthesia. Then,
serial blood was collected at the indicated times via the subclavian vein and separated into the plasma via centrifuge. On Week 6 at 24
months old, the follow-up measurements were acquired including PET [18F]AZD4694, sMRI, rs-fMRI, susceptibility MRI, and CSF.
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8� 5min), scatter, dead time, and attenuation

corrections.

MRI imaging acquisition

All MRI images were acquired using Bruker 7T

BioSpec 70/30 USR dedicated for small animals. All

rats were under 1.5% isoflurane anesthesia during the

scan after the 5% anesthesia induction.
All structural images were obtained at 10, 17, 21,

and 24 months from Bruker standard 3D-True Fast

Imaging with Steady State Precession pulse sequence

(FISP). A root-mean-square image with the acquisition

in eight phases was performed. Each angle acquisition

was acquired in FOV of 36mm� 36mm� 36mm with

a matrix of 180� 180� 180� of TE/TR of 2.5/5.0ms

with two flip angles of 30� and 2 NEX. The final image

was an average of 16 acquisitions with 250 mm isotropic

resolution from 46minutes scan. rs-fMRI images were

acquired immediately after the structural scan at 21

and 24 months using the standard Bruker 2D-Spin

Echo Planer pulse sequence (2D-SE-EPI). The FOV

25.6mm� 25.6mm following rostrocaudal axis with a

matrix 64� 64 at 32 slices of 1.0mm leading to final

resolution 400 mm� 400 mm� 1000 mm and 1.0mm

interslice space was acquired. TE/TR was 15/2000ms

with a flip angle of 70� and 450 repetitions for a total

15minutes scan resulting in three separate runs.
Susceptibility images were acquired at 24 months

with Fast Low Angle Shot (FLASH) sequence with

TE/TR of 13/100ms with 1 NEX at pulse angle 40�

in FOV 33.6mm� 20.81mm� 14.4mm with a matrix

208mm� 72mm� 335mm resulting in a final resolu-

tion of 0.1mm� 0.2mm� 0.1mm.

PET&MRI imaging processes and analysis

All images were processed using MINC toolkits (www.

bic.mni.mcgill.ca/ServicesSoftware) following the pipe-

line described previously.17 In brief, all PET images

received ridged body transformation to the individual

anatomical MRI, which then received affine and non-

linear transformations into sample average template

space.19 Then, [18F]AZD4694 Binding Potential

(BPND) parametric maps were generated using the

Simplified Reference Tissue Method (SRTM) and

Logan reference method with the cerebellar grey

matter as a reference region. The parametric maps

were blurred using a 1mm Full-With Half-Maximum

(FWHM) Gaussian kernel. Since both measurements

showed congruent results, we have selected to include

the SRTM data following our previous publication as

this study included the previous cohort data.17

Hippocampal volume was acquired based on manual

segmentation including hippocampal subiculum, dentate

gyri, CA1, CA2, and CA3 according to a rat brain atlas
(Paxinos and Watson 6th edition, 2007). The manual seg-
mentation was done before and after the KG207-M treat-
ment at 21 months and 24 months in the individual MRI.

For rs-fMRI, we used AFNI (www.afni.nimh.nih.
gov/afni/) for preprocessing where the dynamic func-
tional images were corrected for motion and slice-time
corrections, bandpass filtered between 0.01-0.1Hz, and
disregarded the first five frames for possible transient
drift. Using anatomical-based cingulate cortex seed
from our previous study, a seed-based connectivity
map was generated based on FMRISTAT tools
(www.math.mcgill.ca/keith/fmristat/) in each run.
Then, the individual connectivity maps were trans-
formed via affine and nonlinear transformation into
sample average template space and a 1.4mm FWHM
Gaussian blurring kernel was applied. Total three sep-
arate runs per subject were combined into each subject
connectivity map based on FMRISTAT tools, which
produced connectivity effect size, standard deviation
and t statistics maps. Then, each subject connectivity
map was transformed into z distribution (z-map) by
dividing the effect size by standard deviation maps.

Susceptibility MRI was first visually assessed. Then,
the susceptibility contrast signals were segmented to
represent the possible microhemorrhages. These
images received the affine and nonlinear transforma-
tion to the template space to acquire the total volume
of the susceptibility contrast signal.

CSF collection and analysis

All animals were induced with 5% isoflurane anesthe-
sia for 5–8 minutes and placed in a stereotaxic appara-
tus. The CSF samples (100–150mL) were collected via a
direct puncture through cisterna magna at 10–26
months old.

Simoa CSF NFL measurements. Rat CSF NFL concentra-
tion was determined using the in-house Simoa NFL
assay, which has been described in detail previously,20

with some modifications. Briefly, samples were diluted
100x with assay diluent and incubated for 35minutes
with paramagnetic carboxylated beads (Quanterix
Corp, Boston, MA, USA) coated with a mouse anti-
neurofilament light antibody (UD1, UmanDiagnostics,
Umeå, Sweden) and a biotinylated mouse anti-
neurofilament light antibody (UD2, UmanDiagnostics)
in a Simoa HD-1 instrument (Quanterix). The bead-
conjugated immunocomplex was thoroughly washed
before incubation with streptavidin-conjugated b-galac-
tosidase (Quanterix). Thereafter, the bead complex was
washed and resorufin b-D-galactopyranoside (Quanterix)
was added. The immunocomplex was applied to a multi-
well array designed to enable imaging of every single
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bead. The average number of enzymes per bead (AEB) of
samples was interpolated onto the calibrator curve con-
structed by AEB measurements on bovine NFL
(UmanDiagnostics) serially diluted in assay diluent.
Samples were analyzed ‘blind’ and in duplicate using
one batch of reagents. The average repeatability coeffi-
cient of variation of a sample with the mean concentra-
tion of 18102pg/mL was 8.5% and intermediate
precision was 8.8%, and for a sample with a mean con-
centration of 9460pg/mL, repeatability was 8.1% and
intermediate precision was 11.5%. All samples analyzed
were above the lower limit of quantification (LLOQ).

Simoa CSF Ab42 and Ab40 measurements. Rat CSF con-
centrations of Ab42 and Ab40 were measured using
Quanterix kits according to kit instructions (Simoa
Ab42 2.0 211 and Simoa Ab40 2.0 218, Quanterix)
with a CSF dilution of 100x using the provided assay
diluents. For Ab42 CSF measurements, the average
repeatability coefficient of variation of a sample with
a mean concentration of 1650 pg/mL was 3.2% and
intermediate precision was 9.2%, and for a sample
with a mean concentration of 641 pg/mL, repeatability
was 10.9% and intermediate precision was 16.6%. For
Ab40 CSF measurements, repeatability for a sample
with a concentration of 5160 pg/mL was 17.2%, and
intermediate precision 17.2%, and for a sample with
a concentration of 3975 pg/mL repeatability and inter-
mediate precision was 7.3% and 11.8%, respectively.
All samples analyzed were above the LLOQ.

Histology

All animals were sacrificed 2 months after the KG207-
M treatment and follow-up procedures. They were
anesthetized with urethane (1 g/Kg) and perfused trans-
cardially with heparinized phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS). Their brains were then collected and
immersion-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for
24 hours. Then, the tissues were washed with PBS
three times and fixed in sucrose 30% for 48 hours
and transferred to the cryoprotectant (30% sucrose
and 30% ethylene glycol) to be stored at �20�C. The
brains were sectioned at 40 mm in the coronal plane
with 480 m intervals throughout the brain using
MultiBrain Technology (Neuroscience Associates).

Campbell-Switzer silver stain. A detailed protocol for this
staining can be found on the Neuroscience Associate
website (https://www.neuroscienceassociates.com/refer
ence/papers/alzheimers-disease-pathology-silver-stain/).
In particular, we have performed a semi-quantification
of the Campbell-Switzer silver staining in the frontal,
cingulate, entorhinal cortices, and hippocampus as this
model develops extensive Ab pathology and/or affected

significantly in these regions in this animal model.2,17

Considering the limited number of animals at the end
of the study (Tg-SAL¼ 2, Tg-ABP¼ 8), the amount of
the Campbell-Switzer silver staining was quantified
across subjects in each group as the percentage of the
area of Campbell-Switzer silver staining in each region
per slide (each data point represents the area of the
Campbell-Switzer silver staining/the total area of each
slide across subjects in each group).

Perls/DAB stain. For staining of ferric iron in tissue,
every twelfth section (an interval of 480 m) was stained
free-floating. The sections were rinsed in dH2O then
placed in a freshly prepared (1:1) 2% HCL and 2%
Potassium Ferrocyanide solution for 30minutes at
room temperature. The sections were again rinsed,
then treated with a DAB solution (0.05% diaminoben-
zidine and 0.011% hydrogen peroxide) to amplify
Perl’s reaction product. Following further rinses, the
sections were mounted on gelatin-coated glass slides,
then air-dried. The mounted slides were then counter-
stained with a light Thionine Nissl counterstain.

Light thionine nissl counterstain. The mounted Perl’s/DAB
stained slides were dehydrated through alcohols. The
slides were then rehydrated and stained in a Thionine
solution made in an acetate buffer: pH4.5. Following
deionized water rinses, the slides were cleared in xylene
and coverslipped with Permount (Fisher Scientific,
Pittsburgh PA).

Statistical analysis

All animals were randomly selected into Tg-SAL and
Tg-ABP with age (21 months of age at baseline) and
sex- and weight-matched. CSF NFL data were log-
transformed to fit normality. When comparing between
groups, the number of data points in each group is
identified as Group1 vs Group2, while the number of
data points from each sex is identified as M/F for males
and females in all analyses, respectively. All statistical
analyses were performed using parametric tests except
for pharmacokinetic modelling following the Shapiro-
Wilk normality test.

For statistical analyses, we have tested the pharma-
cokinetics of KG207-M in plasma and CSF based on
nonlinear pharmacokinetics models (parameter esti-
mates not shown) to evaluate the relationship between
the central and peripheral compartments. To assess the
longitudinal Ab progression using PET imaging, we
included the animals from our previous cohort data
from 9-16 months to generate a population-based lon-
gitudinal Ab progression model. We added a cohort
term to adjust for its variability. We applied a linear
mixed-effect model with a random intercept in the
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Tg-ABP group alone to evaluate the target engage-
ment: [18F]AZD4694 BPND�Ageþ SexþWeightþ
(1|subject). Furthermore, we introduced an interaction
term when using the whole dataset to directly assess the
KG207-M effect between the groups where KG207-M
was a binary variable representing 0 as animals without
KG207-M treatment and 1 as Tg-ABP: [18F]AZD4694
BPND�Age*KG207-MþAgeþKG207-MþSexþ
Weightþ cohortþ (1|subject). The same interaction
model was applied at the voxel level. Furthermore,
we have examined the percentage of area Campbell-
Switzer silver staining in frontal, cingulate, entorhinal
cortices, and hippocampus based on an ANOVA
including an interaction term between the percentage
of area stained and different regions. Considering the
primary objective of the study, we have applied a mul-
tiple comparisons correction using False Discovery
Rate based on the number of regions. Similarly, we
conducted a linear mixed-effect model using CSF
Ab42/40 and CSF NFLlog with a random intercept
and adjusted for sex and weight: CSF Ab42/40
ratio�Ageþ SexþWeightþ (1|subject) or CSF
NFLlog�AgeþSexþWeightþ (1|subject). Moreover,
we evaluated the change in CSF Ab42/40 ratio and
NFLlog between the last sample collected before the
treatment (19-month sample) and after the treatment
using a linear mixed-effect model in each group. In
addition, a two-sided paired t-test was performed to
compare the measured CSF Ab42/40 ratio and CSF
NFLlog concentrations to the predicted levels based
on the natural progression in the population-based
model in two months following the treatment. Also,
the longitudinal analysis in rs-fMRI and hippocampal
volume were analyzed based on the following
models: z-maps�Ageþ SexþWeightþ (1|subject)
and hippocampal volume�Ageþ SexþWeightþ (1|
subject), respectively, in each group. Last, a two-sided
unpaired t-test was performed to compare the suscep-
tibility MRI contrast signal between the groups at
follow-up for any evidence of ARIA-H. All statistical
analyses were performed using R 3.6.3, Prism7, and
VoxelStats, while ImageJ 1.52a was used for the
Campbell-Switzer silver staining.21 All voxel-wise anal-
yses were corrected for multiple comparisons using the
Random Field Theory (RFT) method for an adjusted
threshold of p< 0.05. This experiment has been
conducted and reported following the ARRIVE
guidelines 2.0.22

Results

FC5-mFC2a-ABP (KG207-M) fusion protein

The ABP fusion protein is schematically represented in
Figure 2. FC5 is a single-domain camelid antibody that

crosses BBB via receptor-mediated transcytosis. Fc

fragment derived from mouse IgG2a increases the

serum half-life. ABP is derived from human pericen-

triolar material 1 (PCM-1) that selectively binds to

Ab42 oligomers at nM concentrations.16 This fusion

protein was successfully expressed and produced in a

stable pool of CHO cells and purified using Protein A

affinity column.

CSF appearance of peripherally administered

KG207-M

KG207-M treatment followed the regimen as described

in the Study Design in the Methods section (Figure 1).

It was initiated in Tg rats at the age of 22.5 months and

consisted of a total of five injections (initial loading

dose of 30mg/Kg/iv and subsequent 15mg/Kg/iv

every week for four weeks via tail vein) in the treatment

group, while the control group received saline. The

CSF and plasma samples were serially collected follow-

ing KG207-M or saline administration at the indicated

time intervals in the subsequent days (Day 1–7) to char-

acterize serum PK and CSF exposure to the fusion

protein.
As presented in Figure 3(a), observed (filled circles)

and simulated curves (solid line) derived from a 2-com-

partment pharmacokinetic model (parameter estimates

not shown) depict the average KG207-M plasma con-

centration fluctuations during the course of the study

(M/F¼ 17/36). In addition, from an empirical pharma-

cokinetic model linking KG207-M plasma to CSF con-

centration dynamics, approximate fluctuations of

KG207-M CSF concentration (solid line) vs observed

concentrations (filled circles) are represented

(M/F¼ 15/8) (b). Based on the structure of an

Figure 2. This is a schematic representation of KG207-M. The
FC5 segment is in red, ABP is in blue, and the mouse IgG Fc
fragment is in grey.
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indirect-response PK/PD model where KG207-M stim-

ulates the clearance of Abtotal, a simulated profile of

Abtotal is presented in panel (c) in Figure 3

(M/F¼ 15/8). The model supports an inverse relation

between CSF KG207-M concentrations and CSF

Abtotal concentrations (M/F¼ 15/8). Panel (d) in

Figure 3 indicates that the clearance of Abtotal CSF
reaches an asymptote when CSF KG207-M reaches

200 ng/mL. The simulations presented in panel (b) in

Figure 3 depicted the maintenance of KG207-M CSF

concentration above 200 ng/ml for approximately 20%

of the dosing interval.

KG207-M reduces Ab load in the brain and CSF

The natural progression of Ab accumulation in Tg rats

was demonstrated via longitudinal PET [18F]AZD4694

quantification (BPND). The global Ab load significantly

increased in Tg rats from 9 to 24 months of age (popu-

lation main effect model: M/F¼ 14/13, t(21)¼ 2.474,

p¼ 0.0349) (Figure 4(a)). Following the KG207-M

treatment initiated at 21 months of age, [18F]AZD4694

BPND substantially decreased in the Tg-ABP at 24

months (main effect model: M/F¼ 12/4, t(7.4)¼�
2.657, p¼ 0.03112), showing KG207-M target engage-

ment. When we compare the Ab pathology progression

between the Tg-SAL and Tg-ABP, we found that
KG207-M significantly altered the Ab pathology pro-
gression in the Tg-ABP group adjusted for sex, weight,
and cohort variability (interaction model: cohort 1 and
Tg-SAL vs Tg-ABP¼ 21 vs 16, M/F¼ 16/21, t
(17.3)¼�3.321, p¼ 0.00397) (Figure 4(a)).

We also evaluated the effects of KG207-M on the
CSF Ab42/40 ratio in Tg following the KG207-M treat-
ment. The CSF was collected from 10 to 19 months old
prior to the KG207-M treatment to characterize the
natural longitudinal CSF Ab42/40 ratio progression
model in Tg. There was a progressive and significant
decline in the CSF Ab42/40 ratio adjusted for sex and
weight (M/F¼ 40/84, t(114.4)¼�2.971, p¼ 0.00362)
(Figure 4(b)). However, there was a significant increase
in the CSF Ab42/40 measurements from 0.531 at 19
months old to 0.63 following two months after the
KG207-M treatment in the Tg-ABP group (main
effect model: M/F¼ 16/6, t(15.34)¼ 2.4, p¼ 0.03),
while the Tg-SAL group showed a significant decline
from 0.50 at 19 months to mean of 0.43 at 25 and 26
months (main effect model: M/F¼ 4/3, t(7)¼�6.32,
p¼ 0.0004). To note, the Tg-ABP group seemed to
carry slightly more Ab pathology, which enriched the
effect of the treatment, relative to Tg-SAL, but this was
not statistically different. Furthermore, when we

Figure 3. (a, b & c) Observed (filled circles) and simulated (solid line) KG207-M (a & b) or total Ab. (Abtotal) (c). The KG207-M
concentration in plasma (a) or CSF (b & c) vs time following administration of 30 mg/kg/iv bolus followed by four 15 mg/kg/iv bolus
doses every 7 days for 28 days to Tg-ABP rats are shown. (d) Abtotal concentration vs KG207-M concentration in CSF.
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compared the CSF Ab42/40 measurements following
two months after the KG207-M treatment compared
to the non-treated condition predicted by the longitudi-
nal model, we found a significant increase showing rec-
tification of the CSF Ab42/40 profile in the Tg-ABP (a
paired t-test: M/F¼ 10/4, t(13)¼ 4.35, p¼ 0.0008)
(Figure 4(b)). On the other hand, Tg-SAL did not
show any difference compared to the predicted longitu-
dinal model (Figure 4(b)). The monthly CSF Ab42 and
Ab40 concentrations are summarized in Supplemental
Table 1.

Then, we investigated the disease-modifying thera-
peutic effects of KG207-M using voxel-wise analyses
and revealed up to 47% and 33% decline in [18F]
AZD4694 BPND in the prefrontal cortex and nucleus
accumbens, respectively, after the KG207-M treatment

(Figure 4(c)). Moreover, the reductions in the [18F]
AZD4694 BPND were statistically significant in the pre-
frontal cortex, cingulate cortex, entorhinal cortex, asso-
ciative cortex, retrosplenial cortex, nucleus accumbens,
and hippocampus (interaction model: cohort 1 and Tg-
SAL vs Tg-ABP¼ 21 vs 16, M/F¼ 16/21, t¼ 2-6).
(Figure 4(d)). It is worth noting that these brain regions
play important roles in rat cognitive functions and are
vulnerable to Ab pathology in this model displaying
extensive Ab plaques.2,17 A more comprehensive view
of the voxel-wise results can be found in Supplemental
Figure 1.

The imaging analyses were supported by the post-
mortem histology using Campbell-Switzer silver stain-
ing. We observed extensive Ab plaques in the frontal
cortex (15%), cingulate cortex (13%), entorhinal cortex

Figure 4. The gray shadow represents the 95% confidence intervals of models in (a and b). (a) The linear mixed-effect model of
global [18F]AZD4694 BPND showed a significant increase in Tg from 10 to 24 months old (solid green line; t(21)¼ 2.437, p¼ 0.0238;
adjusted for sex, weight, and cohort variability) but a significant decline in Tg-ABP between 21 to 24 months old (solid red; t(7.4)¼�
2.657, p¼ 0.03112; adjusted for sex and weight). The interaction between treatment and disease progression showed that KG207-M
significantly modified global [18F]AZD4694 BPND (cohort 1 and Tg-SAL vs Tg-ABP¼ 21 vs 16, M/F¼ 16/21, t(17.3)¼�3.321,
p¼ 0.00397; adjusted for sex, weight, and cohort variability). (b) The linear mixed-effect model showed a significant decline in CSF
Ab42/40 ratio in Tg rat model from 10 to 19 months old (solid blue; t(114.4)¼�2.971, p¼ 0.00362, adjusted for sex and weight). A
box whisker plot based on Tukey method represented a paired t-test, which revealed that CSF Ab42/40 ratio increased (solid red; t
(13)¼ 4.373, p¼ 0.0008) in Tg-ABP animals as compared with a population-based prediction by the model while no differences were
found in Tg-SAL (t(3)¼ 0.4869, p¼ 0.6597). (c) A voxel-wise effect size map showed up to 47% decline in [18F]AZD4694 BPND

prefrontal region (baseline-follow-up/baseline). (d) A voxel-wise linear mixed-effect model analysis showed a significant [18F]AZD4694
BPND clearance in the prefrontal cortex, cingulate cortex, entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, and basal forebrain in Tg-ABP compared
to Tg-SAL (cohort 1 and Tg-SAL vs Tg-ABP¼ 21 vs 16, M/F¼ 16/21, adjusted for sex, weight, and cohort variability). The interaction
term was corrected for multiple comparisons based on RFT at p< 0.05. (e, f) Campbell-Switzer silver staining displayed widespread
Ab plaques throughout the cortical regions in Tg-SAL animals while relatively few plaques were seen in Tg-ABP brains collected at
26.7 months old (Tg-SAL vs Tg-ABP¼ 2 vs 8, M/F¼ 7/5, t(24)> 4, p< 0.001). Here, one brain image from each group was included
but comparable results were seen in all animals from each group.
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(18.4%), and hippocampus (24%) in Tg-SAL brains

(Figure 4(e)). However, there was minimal to no stain-

ing in Tg-ABP brains (<0.01% in all regions). Based on

an ANOVA test, Tg-ABP showed a significantly less

percentage of the Campbell-Switzer silver staining in all

regions (Tg-SAL vs Tg-ABP¼ 2 vs 8, M/F¼ 7/3, t

(24)> 4, p< 0.001) following a multiple comparisons

correction based on the number of regions tested, sup-

porting the clearance and prevention of Ab plaque for-

mation (Figure 4(f) and Supplemental Figure 2).

KG207-M rescues neuronal injury biomarkers

In addition to the longitudinal CSF Ab42/40 ratio pro-

gression, CSF NFLlog concentrations were analyzed as

a biomarker of neuronal injury over 10-19 months of

age in the McGill-R-Thy1-APP rat model prior to

administration of KG207-M. Recent reports showed

increased concentrations of CSF NFL in AD and

other neurodegenerative diseases and reduced CSF
NFL concentrations following beta-secretase 1
(BACE-1) inhibitor treatment in APPPS1 mice, sug-
gesting that CSF NFL is a sensitive neuronal injury
biomarker.23–25 A progressive and significant increase
in CSF NFLlog concentrations was observed in Tg rats
over 10-19 months of age (M/F¼ 54/25, t(67.6)¼ 4.65,
p< 0.0001; adjusted for sex and weight), and it contin-
ued to increase significantly in the Tg-SAL group when
we compared from the beginning of the treatment
(32958 pg/mL) and the post-treatment samples
(49190.5 pg/mL) (main effect model: M/F¼ 4/3,
t(7)¼ 4.47, p¼ 0.003) (Figure 5(a)). However, the Tg-
ABP group showed no significant increase in CSF
NFLlog concentration between the beginning of the
treatment (39405 pg/mL) and the post-treatment sam-
ples (44375.5 pg/mL). Rather, there was a significant
reduction in CSF NFLlog concentration following two
months after KG207-M treatment compared to the

Figure 5. (a) The gray shadow represents the 95% confidence intervals of the model per subject. The linear mixed-effect model
showed a significant increase in CSF NFLlog concentrations, represented after log transformation, in the Tg rat model from 10 to 19
months old (solid blue; t(67.6)¼ 4.819, p< 0.0001; adjusted for sex and weight). A box whisker plot based on Tukey method
represented a paired t-test, which revealed that CSF NFLlog concentrations decreased (solid red; t(9)¼ 2.6286, p¼ 0.0481) in Tg-ABP
as compared to a population-based prediction by the model while Tg-SAL showed no difference (t(3)¼ 1.208, p¼ 0.3137). (b) The
figure represents a significant group contrast in resting-state blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal from cingulate to the rest
of the brain betweenWT (n¼ 8) and McGill-R-Thy1-APP (n¼ 8) at 16-19 months. The voxel-wise linear mixed-effect analysis showed
a significant reduction in resting-state cingulate connectivity in the basal forebrain, parietal associative cortex, and hippocampus in Tg
(reproduced from Parent et al.17) The result images were adjusted for multiple comparisons based on RFT at p< 0.05. (c) The figure
represents a significant contrast in the resting-state BOLD signal from cingulate to the brain in Tg-ABP (n¼ 9) following KG207-M
treatment compared to baseline at 21 months of age. The voxel-wise linear mixed-effect analysis showed a significant increase in
resting-state cingulate connectivity in the basal forebrain, parietal associative cortex, and hippocampus when the network is compared
before and after KG207-M treatment. The result images were adjusted for multiple comparisons based on RFT at p< 0.05. (d) The
adjusted hippocampal volume in Tg-SAL and Tg-ABP before and after KG207-M treatment are displayed as mean� standard deviation.
The linear mixed-effect analysis revealed a significant increase in hippocampal volume in Tg-ABP (t(7)¼ 3.554, p¼ 0.00397; adjusted
for sex and weight), however, there was no significant hippocampal volume change in Tg-SAL (t(1)¼ 0.1694, p¼ 0.8932).
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non-treated condition predicted by the longitudinal

model suggesting a reduction in neuronal injury

(paired t-test: M/F¼ 6/4, t(9)¼ 2.28, p¼ 0.0487)

(Figure 5(a)). The monthly CSF NFL concentrations

are summarized in Supplemental Table 2.
Furthermore, using the same Tg model and techni-

ques, our group has recently reported a decline in cin-

gulate resting-state connectivity (Figure 5(b)) as well as

hippocampal volume in the McGill-R-Thy1-APP Tg

model compared to wild type.17 Here, Tg-ABP cingu-

late to brain connectivity was increased after five weeks

of KG207-M treatment while Tg-SAL showed no

change. Tg-ABP showed greater cingulate connectivity

with the orbitofrontal cortex, somatosensory cortex,

parietal association cortex, basal medial amygdaloid

nucleus, left posterior ventral hippocampus, striatum,

and thalamus (main effect model: M/F¼ 12/4, t¼ 2–5)

(Figure 5(c)). A more comprehensive view of the voxel-

wise results can be found in Supplemental Figure 3. In

addition, Tg-ABP showed a substantial increase in hip-

pocampal volume after the treatment while Tg-SAL

did not change in their hippocampal volume adjusted

for sex and weight (Tg-ABP paired t-test; M/F¼ 12/4, t

(7)¼ 3.554, p¼ 0.00397) (Figure 5(d)).

No evidence of microhemorrhage

To examine any possible ARIA-H, we conducted a
susceptibility MRI scan following the treatment. The
images were visually assessed first to see possible
ARIA-H. Asymmetric susceptibility signals were the
primary interest as the vascular structures displayed
symmetry (Figure 6(a)). In conjunction, the susceptibil-
ity signal was binarized to represent either vasculature,
ventricles, or ARIA-H. There was no difference in sus-
ceptibility signal volume between Tg-SAL and Tg-ABP
(unpaired t-test; Tg-SAL vs Tg-ABP¼ 3 vs 9, M/
F¼ 7/5, t(2.59)¼ 0.455, p¼ 0.685) (Figure 6(c)). This
was confirmed by post-mortem histology staining
with Perls/DAB (Figure 6(b)).

Discussion

In summary, our study demonstrated the pharmacoki-
netics, safety, and disease-modifying effects of KG207-
M that incorporates a BBB transporter and an Ab42
oligomer targeting peptide. Effectively, KG207-M
showed sufficient brain penetrance to reduce Ab42
aggregates. This was demonstrated by the acute decline
in CSF Abtotal concentration when KG207-M was at its

Figure 6. (a) The susceptibility MRI in the coronal view of Tg-SAL in the upper corner image and Tg-ABP in the lower corner. Both
images do not show any evidence of ARIA-H. (b) Histological staining using Perls/DAB of the same animals in the corresponding
section from the susceptibility images are shown. These sections were taken adjacent to the previous Campbell-Switzer silver staining
section. In both Tg-SAL and Tg-ABP, there is no evidence of ARIA-H. (c) Susceptibility signal contrast was converted into volume and
displayed in mean� standard deviation in Tg-SAL (n¼ 3) and Tg-ABP (n¼ 9). The contrast signal implies that there is a deposit of iron
(ARIA-H), vasculatures, or ventricles. There was no significant difference in susceptibility signal contrast volume between Tg-SAL and
Tg-ABP after five weeks of KG207-M treatment (unpaired t-test; Tg-SAL vs Tg-ABP¼ 3 vs 9, M/F¼ 7/5, t(2.59)¼ 0.455, p¼ 0.685).
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maximum concentration in CSF and by the subsequent
reduction of PET [18F]AZD4694 uptake. The in vivo
results were validated by the semi-quantitative obser-
vation conducted in the post-mortem tissues of the Tg-
ABP animals using Campbell-Switzer silver staining. In
addition, KG207-M therapeutic efficacy in reducing
downstream effects of Ab accumulation was demon-
strated by the substantial post-therapeutic recovery of
CSF Ab42/40 ratios and CSF NFLlog concentrations,
increased hippocampal volume, and rectification of
rs-fMRI cingulate to brain connectivity. Last, the
absence of ARIA-H supports a safe profile of the
doses administered to these animals.

Previously FC5-Fc has been shown to reach peak
CSF/serum level (� 1%) between 24 and 48 hours
post tail vein injection, which is much higher than the
conventional antibodies.26,27 Based on the results of
recent anti-amyloid therapy clinical trials, one may
argue that the BBB delivery could impact therapeutic
efficacy.6,8,11 Maintaining the CSF levels of KG207-M
at an effective dose (200 ng/ml) in this prospective
study sufficiently reduced the Ab loads in Tg-ABP ani-
mals. Importantly, our study supports the notion that
KG207-M delivery using the humanized FC5-Fc nano-
body via receptor-mediated transcytosis, which is con-
served between rodents and humans, would be
sufficient to transport the drug and modify Ab pathol-
ogy in human clinical trials.14

With abundant evidence suggesting soluble oligom-
ers being the most toxic form of Ab, the preferential
binding to the aggregated Ab by KG207-M suggests
that it can selectively target Ab42 oligomers in the
CNS.15,16,28–30 Despite the lack of direct measures of
target engagement of Ab42 oligomers non-invasively,
the decline in [18F]AZD4694 uptake and rectification
of CSF Ab42/40 ratio in the post-treatment measure-
ment in Tg-ABP constitute remarkable proof of con-
cept of the KG207-M intervention. The reduced brain
Ab loads reported here are likely to reflect Ab oligomer
clearance, under the assumption of dynamic equilibri-
um among Ab species in these animals.30,31 As such,
one can expect that Ab42 oligomer clearance evoked by
KG207-M would shift this dynamic equilibrium
towards reducing the amount of Ab plaques, and con-
sequently reducing the [18F]AZD4694 uptake. A simi-
lar observation made in the PRIME study showed a
reduction of PET-[18F]AV45 uptake following aduca-
numab treatment, an intervention that targets either
soluble oligomers or insoluble fibrils.8 Indeed, after
the cessation of KG207-M administration, the levels
of CSF Ab42/40 were rectified until the animals were
sacrificed for histological examination.

It has been challenging to predict the effects of ther-
apeutic interventions on human imaging biomarkers
based solely on in vitro histopathological observations

in animals. In addition, the cross-sectional nature of in
vitro observations limits the prediction in the post-
therapy Ab levels compared to its pre-dosing levels.32

Although solanezumab and bapineuzumab were suc-
cessful in the preclinical stage of drug development,
both therapeutic candidates failed to meet the clinical
primary outcome as well as reducing Ab load with PET
in their phase 3 studies.6,7 In this study, we attempted
to reduce the gap between pre-clinical and clinical stud-
ies through a highly translational platform by incorpo-
rating a longitudinal study design with fluid and
imaging biomarkers to monitor KG207-M therapeutic
effects in the McGill-R-Thy1-APP rat model. These
innovations offer unprecedented metrics regarding the
true effect sizes of KG207-M on engaging the molecu-
lar targets, on rectifying neuronal injury based on
structural and functional biomarkers, as well as pro-
viding a safety profile via the same biomarkers used in
clinical trials.

This platform capitalizes on the properties of the
McGill-R-Thy1-APP rat model, which has been previ-
ously characterized based on the in vivo biomarker
platform.17,33 The McGill-R-Thy1-APP rat model pro-
gressively develops Ab pathology, indicated by the sig-
nificant increase in the [18F]AZD4694 PET and decline
in the CSF Ab42/40 ratio, at a similar rate as AD
patients and recapitulates AD biomarker abnormali-
ties.17,33 For example, the McGill-R-Thy1-APP rat
model has an increased CSF NFL concentration,
reduction in hippocampal volume, cingulate connectiv-
ity, and CSF Ab42/40 ratio, which have been shown to
be sensitive biomarkers for AD pathological progres-
sion and disease severity, ultimately leading to memory
impairment.13,17,24,33–39 In addition to the disease-
modifying effect, five weeks of KG207-M treatment
ameliorates the hippocampal volume, cingulate con-
nectivity, and CSF Ab42/40 ratio and CSF NFL con-
centrations, among which CSF NFL and resting-state
connectivity dysfunction were reported to be due to Ab
oligomers in this Tg rat model.17,33 It is important to
interpret the volumetric changes observed based on
MRI in the animals with caution as such changes do
not necessarily reflect neurogenesis. Rather, collective
evidence suggests synaptic recovery through the den-
dritic growth and/or synaptic remodelling as the
McGill-R-Thy1-APP rats have shown a decline in vol-
umetric changes without significant cell death.17,33,40

Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study to show directly the therapeutic target
engagement, efficacy, and safety using multi-
parametric clinical biomarkers such as CSF, PET,
and MRI in a preclinical in vivo longitudinal study.

It is imperative to recognize some limitations of the
present study. There were no prior data to precisely
estimate an effect size for ARIA-H as this study was
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the first in vivo characterization of KG207-M. While no
increase in microhemorrhages was observed in the pre-
sent study, a separate study should be conducted to
more fully assess the ARIA potential of KG207-M —
possibly in an animal model with known microhemor-
rhage susceptibility and with a positive control
microhemorrhage-inducing antibody. Moreover, cur-
rently, there is no established method to accurately
quantify the changes in Ab42 oligomers levels directly
in vivo. As such, different methods of Ab quantifica-
tions were used as a surrogate for Ab42 oligomers clear-
ance. Also, the McGill-R-Thy1-APP rat model
develops Ab pathology progressively at levels compa-
rable to human patients. However, it lacks tau pathol-
ogy that is present invariably in AD patients leading to
a lack of substantial cell death in this model.2,17,40

Previous studies have reported that neurofibrillary tan-
gles (NFT) show a greater correlation with structure
and memory declines as NFT are in closer proximity
to the downstream AD pathological processes.41 As
such, our study did not evaluate cognitive changes fol-
lowing the treatment in the McGill-R-Thy1-APP rat
model. Albeit the primary objective of the study was
to characterize the target engagement, assessment of
cognitive improvement will be critical to demonstrate
therapeutic value, and this will be pursued in a subse-
quent study to address this limitation in the current
study. While we report improvement in CSF NFL, cin-
gulate connectivity, and hippocampal volume by tar-
geting Ab pathology, one should be cautious in
expecting full translation in the therapeutic efficacy
on neuronal injury biomarkers in AD patients.
Perhaps, the discrepancies reported insofar between
preclinical and clinical trials regarding cognitive
improvement may lie in this aspect.

With the evidence presented here based on our
in vivo longitudinal translational biomarker platform,
KG207-M holds great potential as disease-modifying
therapy. By constructing ABP to selectively target
more toxic forms of Ab42, KG207-M does not only
alter Ab pathological progression but also rescues the
typical biomarker changes that are reported in the
McGill-R-Thy1-APP rat model. This is a unique
effort to evaluate the disease-modifying therapeutic
effects and safety in a preclinical study.
Consequently, we propose that this will increase the
chance of translating the findings into clinical trials.
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